The SNES Donor Adapter by RetroCircuits.com
This pcb is used to “adapt” an original SNES cartridge without removing ANY PARTS from the cartridge.
With this adapter, you can convert a “donor” cartridge (an original Snes cartridge) to another game by simple
dropping this pcb on the back side of the donor and soldering it to the existing MASK ROM pins. You do NOT need
to remove the MASK ROM.

The adapter pcb (above)

The “Donor” Snes PCB. This is the “M” style donor.

This is the adapter on the pcb back side.

Adapter on PCB looking at it from the front side.

This PCB comes in 2 versions:
1. Adapter pcb with electronic parts already on it. With the parts on it, it can run a 4mbyte 27c322 eprom.
2. Adapter pcb with NO PARTS on it. Without the parts, you are limited to using only a 2mbyte 27c160 rom.

The adapter WITH the smt parts on:
To use this adapter, you can use a 27c322 or a 27c160 eprom.

Using a 27c160 ROM
If you use a 27c160 rom on the pcb WITH SMT PARTS, then ONLY cut the “Cut for 160” cut point.

Using a 27c322 ROM
Using a 27c322 rom, you don’t do anything. Just mount the rom and you’re done.
Last step is to deactivate the MASK ROM.

See below for this step.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The adapter with NO PARTS on it:
With no parts, as a cheaper option, you can ONLY use a 27c160 or 27c800 eprom. To use the 27c160 eprom, you only need to
jumper these pad sets (left picture below). You cannot use the 27c322 rom without the smt parts.

Simply bridge these solder pads (Left image) and also, do the “Cut for 160” (right image, red arrow). Mount your rom.
Last step is to deactivate the MASK ROM.

See below for this step.

See these links for videos: https://youtu.be/WsZ0zdi0fGs

For Both types of adapter:
To use this adapter, simple place the adapter on the back side of the donor cart. Make sure all the pins are straight.
The only difference between the adapters is the parts. Otherwise, they are the same.

Deactivating the MASK ROM:
The Mask Rom must be “deactivated” as a final step. Do this AFTER the adapter has been mounted on the donor.
The MASK Rom has a control line, the “/OE” line. When this line is tied to 5volts, it deactivates the rom as if it was never
there. The Control line is pin 33 and the 5volt line is pin 34 (how handy!) Cut pin 33 close to the pcb and then bend it over to
the 5volt pin and solder. The Mask rom is now deactivated. Don’t let the MASK Roms confuse you…. There are 36pin and
32pin mask roms but the control line is always in the same place. Just Always count as if it was 36 pins.

The adapter has this hole that fits over the battery ground post on “M” style carts. It’s used mostly as an anchor
point to stabilize the cart.

Likewise, the holes that go over the sram pins (below) don’t need to be soldered. But soldering a few of them as
anchor points is recommended.

“M” style Donor carts that only have a 32pin MASK ROM:
Donors that only have 32pin mask roms, the empty holes on the donor are the 2 higher address pins A20 and A21 (pins 35 and
36) and will need to be soldered for the adapter to work. These 2 holes are bigger so you can run solder from the adapter to
these pads.

Note: this picture shows a 36pin mask rom.

Other features:
This adapter is also capable of Exhirom games. It’s a bit more work but can be done.
To run an exhirom game, ROM STACKING has to be done.

U6 (blue arrow) will have to have its part mounted to it:

This part SN74LVC1G19DBVR mounted to U6 and then cut the “Cut for Ex” trace (RED arrow).
Both Roms must be 27c322. RECOMMENDED you use a DONOR with 36pin Mask Rom on 1J3M
donor. If only 32 pin mask rom 1J3m is used, then make sure the A20, A21, A22 spots are
soldered.
The first 4mbyte of the exhirom (the bottom 4mB) is mounted on the adapter first. Then the 2 nd
rom of the exhirom (2mbyte) is stacked on top of the first rom except for pin 13 – which is bent
outward and soldered into the OEN2 hole (yellow arrow).
Doing an ExHiRom game (using 2 roms) is a more difficult build and there isn’t much room in the
cart but it can be done.

“M” style Donor Carts that this fits on:
I’m sure there are others…. but these are the main ones.
1J1M, 1J3M, 1J5M (1= 1rom | J= Hi map | 1/3/5 is sram size 16k/64k/256k )

1A1M, 1A3M 1A5M (1= 1rom | A= Lo map | 1/3/5 is sram size 16k/64k/256k )

Carts it won’t fit on:
Any cart number that starts with a 2, i.e. 2A3M, etc….

“B” style carts
Donor carts that are 1A3B, with the “B” being the main difference:
These older donor carts that are 1A3B’s (1A1B, 1A5B, 1J3B) have a max size of 1mbyte games
they can run. The Mask Rom is exclusively a 32pin mask rom. The spacing between the Mask
Rom and the Sram pins are different so on the adapter, you need to use the “1A3B” pin holes.
This is a 1A3B cart with the adapter:

Because the 1A3B carts are limited on the size of game they can run (1Mbyte), the adapter pcb
that has no parts is the better choice, but it can also use the adapter with parts. It’s just cheaper
to get the one with no parts. The 27c160 and (with parts the 27c322) can be used. But…you can
only program a 1mbyte game on the rom. Notice in the above left picture the 10 jumpers are
bridged. You must also bridge these 2 jumpers also (lower left picture):
REMEMBER, these jumpers (left picture) are ONLY for the “B” style carts.

and don’t forget to do the “Cut for 160” when using the 27c160 roms.

When using this adapter on the 1A0N, 1J0N donor carts (no sram on these),
please remove this capacitor C2. Then the adapter installs as mentioned above. You
still need to do the MASK ROM DEACTIVATION on ALL DONOR carts.

Lastly, the Odd ball Donor cart:
The 1A3B-20

This donor is more similar to the 1A3M carts and is capable of 4mbyte games. The mask rom on
this cart is 36 pin mask rom. The adapter will also work on this cart as well.
General considerations:
When mounting the adapter on the mask rom pins, be mindful of solder vias. Great planning has
gone into this adapter for all these different donor cart compatibilities but you should still be
careful to trim any pins from capacitors, especially on the 1A3B carts, so the cap legs don’t touch
any adapter electrical points.
On the 1A3B carts, the battery anchor should NOT be used.
After you use a few of these adapters, you won’t need to consult this manual. It’s pretty easy.

